
Slow down at Slow Mex Madrid
Julie Andrews once sang about these are a few of my favorite
things and if I were to pen some similar lyrics they would
read along the lines of: margaritas, tacos and anything with a
bit of spice.

In light of this, a long Saturday lunch spent at Slow Mex
wasn’t exactly a hardship. A low key Mexican joint on Calle
San Vicente Ferrer, that does a very nice sideline in craft
beers is the ideal place to bunker down for the afternoon now
that coat season is well and truly upon us in Madrid.

https://www.nakedmadrid.com/2017/11/17/slow-down-at-slow-mex-madrid/
https://www.facebook.com/SlowMexMadrid/


Slow Mex has a big open space that feels slightly reminiscent
to a pub back in Blighty (again, this could be thanks to the
array  of  beers  on  tap).  It  feels  like  an  unpretentious
neighbour who invites you over and makes you feel instantly at
home.

As it’s essentially a mecca for all things Mexican, all the
standard offerings are present on the menu. Tacos, nachos,
burritos – they’re all there. However, the homemade grub does
offer a couple of fun twists on the to-be-expected tortilla
based treats.



We tried a fairly unusual starter. It was sort of similar to a
kind  of  chowder  but  with  a  kick  and  studded  with  spicy
prawns; it brought me back to life after a particularly boozy
evening the night before. We rounded off the leisurely lunch
with a brownie.

Again, it was a slightly pimped up version of an old favorite
as this pud offered up sugar and spice – as it had just touch
of  chilli  in  it.  It  was  downright  delicious  and  had  us
reaching for one last margarita for the road.



Special mention has to go to the Maitre D, Mark. He towed the
line between clearly knowing his stuff (and wanting to share
it with us) and being attentive enough without us feeling like
we had a third person dining with us, which can sometimes be
the case. He also pointed out that they have a happy hour. Am
I the only one who views winter as the perfect excuse for day
drinking? Surely not.

Either way, we left Slow Mex giggling and gloriously full.
Thanks to the crispy duck tacos that I’m still thinking about,
the diet can always wait until tomorrow. I’m just thinking of
my winter insulation and working on my extra layer in the
meantime.

by @littlemissmadrid



Slow Mex Madrid
Facebook, Website & Instagram
Address: Calle de San Vicente Ferrer 33
Metro: Tribunal or Noviciado
Phone: 915 326 791

Peyote San, Mexican fusion at
its most fabulous
I love Mexican food. I mean, I properly LOVE it. A holiday
spent in Tulum with tequila on tap was possibly as close to
utopia as I’ll ever get on the food front. Tacos, guac, and
burritos – I love them all equally and don’t get me started on
margaritas – second to gin (and possibly water due to pure
necessity) it definitely edges its way into my three most
supped liquids. So imagine my intrigue when I’d heard about
the menu at Peyote San – a place that’s managed to fuse
Mexican munchies with sushi. Definitely worth a gander I mused
and suffice to say it was.

Located near Colon (or as I affectionately refer to the area
with the ‘giant flag’) Peyote San restaurant is en route to
where the good shops are. From the outside looking in it could
easily be missed, but the interior is anything but shy and
retiring. It’s instantly instagramable (yes, that’s now a word
along with with TMI and FML) largely due to the bold graffiti-
type images that adorn most of the walls.

https://www.facebook.com/SlowMexMadrid/
http://www.slowmex.com/
https://www.instagram.com/slowmex/
https://www.nakedmadrid.com/2017/10/08/peyote-san-mexican-fusion-at-its-most-fabulous/
https://www.nakedmadrid.com/2017/10/08/peyote-san-mexican-fusion-at-its-most-fabulous/
https://www.facebook.com/peyotesan/
https://www.instagram.com/peyotesan/


If  you’ve  travelled  to  the  Big  Apple  it  certainly  feels
reminiscent of somewhere swish that you’d find on the Upper
West  Side  –  choc-a-bloc  with  beautiful  people  sipping
elaborately prepared cocktails. However, fear not, it wasn’t a
case of style over substance as every last morsel was utterly
delicious and well worth the late school night in my case.

I’ve yet to visit Japan (although it’s on my bucket list) and
the cuisine at Peyote San was the next best thing. I worked my
way through A LOT of food to make this review as authentic as
poss so drumroll please – I can vouch that the tatiki tuna,



chicken gyoza, black cod and the Japanese curry with bonito
were  all  delectable  as  were  the  pretty  potent  Asian
Malgalita’s  –  a  Peyote  San  take  on  a  classic  Marg  and
unquestionably are to be enjoyed with an air of YOLO – and not
the worry of reaching for ibuprofen the following day.

Given the uniqueness of the food, it was also a really nice
touch that the chef came over to talk us through the menu and
his  knowledge  and  evident  passion  for  the  food  made  the
evening all the more gratifying. Peyote San definitely isn’t
the type of locale to visit if you’ve got too much month left



and not enough money. It’s definitely more of a date night
treat or a birthday splurge.

Having said that, come Saturday nights, tables are shuffled to
the sidelines so that patrons can get their groove on. Having
lived in Madrid long enough now to know that Madrileños would
favour  spending  their  last  fiver  on  a  night  out  (than
something sensible), Peyote San shouldn’t remain on your wish
list, pop it in on your hit list now.

Info
Facebook & Instagram
Address: Calle Marques de la Ensenada 16
Metro: Colon
Phone: 91 088 22 12

You’ll also like:
Sahuaro, Mexican magic in Plaza Cascorro
El Sombrero Azul, pupusas, yuca, enchiladas and more

https://www.facebook.com/peyotesan/
https://www.instagram.com/peyotesan/
http://www.nakedmadrid.com/2017/07/15/sahuaro-mexican-magic-in-the-heart-of-madrid/
http://www.nakedmadrid.com/2017/09/20/el-sombrero-azul/
http://www.nakedmadrid.com/2017/09/20/el-sombrero-azul/
http://www.nakedmadrid.com/2017/09/20/el-sombrero-azul/

